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Help grow your rent roll with Domain 
Platinum Rental Packages.

Domain’s 12-month Platinum Rental 
Packages help deliver the right exposure 
to quality tenants, landlords and investors, 
and exclusive Domain app audiences by 
advertising all your properties on Domain’s 
highest performing digital listing.

SUCCESS THROUGH 
STRONG EXPOSURE

PLATINUM
RENTAL
PACKAGES



Sources: 1: Nielsen Digital Content Ratings, Monthly Tagged, Oct 2020, P2+, Digital (C/M), Text, Unique Audience, Domain 2: Domain app audience who do 
not use the next top property app, iOS and Android average, App Annie, avg of for iOS users and for Android users, October 2020. 3: Residential listings only 

sourced via internal Domain data for 12 months ending Oct 2020: Uplift compares Total Views per listing for Platinum Subscription rent listings to Basic 
Subscription rent listings, Nat. 4:Residential listings only sourced via internal Domain data for 12 months ending Oct 2020:Uplift compares Engagement per 
listing for Platinum Subscription rent listings to Basic Subscription rent listings, Nat. 5: Highest position when compared to a Gold, Silver, Branded or Basic 

Subscription rental listing. 6: Complimentary Platinum eBrochure is excluded from selected Platinum Rental Packages.
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Platinum eBrochurePlatinum listing

Secure the highest 
product position in Domain 
search results to attract 
maximum attention5

Complimentary weekly 
listing refresh — to make 
sure your listing is always 
top of mind

Help attract future tenants 
on the go with a large hero 
property image on mobile

Get a complimentary 
Platinum eBrochure  
to target renters 
looking for similar listings6

HELP DELIVER 
THE BEST RESULTS
Drive competition to help lease your properties faster by 
exposing your listings to Domain’s audience of 6.7m Australians.1

EXCLUSIVE DOMAIN APP 
AUDIENCE

54%
of Domain app users don’t use the nearest 
competitor’s property app.²

ATTRACT MORE INTEREST

3.8x
as many views per listing compared to a basic 
subscription.3

GET MORE ENGAGEMENT

2.9x
more engagement compared to a basic 
subscription.4
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